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ABOUT US
Prószyński Media is one of the largest book publishing companies in
Poland. It has been operating since 1990 and today it publishes about
200 titles a year under Prószyński i S-ka imprint.
We publish Polish and foreign classics, modern fiction and non-fiction,
children`s and young adult titles as well as general interest books.
Among our writers there are outstanding Polish authors: Henryk
Jerzy Chmielewski, Maria Czubaszek, Konstanty Ildefons Gałczyński,
Marek Harny, Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka, Stefan Kisielewski, Irena
Matuszkiewicz, Agnieszka Osiecka, Olga Rudnicka, Maria Ulatowska
and Tanya Valko.
Prószyński Media is constantly expanding its foreign fiction and nonfiction list including such great authors as Virginia C. Andrews, Orson
Scott Card, Diana Chamberlain, Jeffery Deaver, Ursula K. Le Guin, John
Irving, Henry James, Stephen King, Dennis Lehane, Liane Moriarty, Jodi
Picoult, Terry Pratchett, Nora Roberts, John Steinbeck and Amy Tan.
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LITERARY FICTION
STANISŁAW GRZESIUK
Stanisław Grzesiuk (1918–1963) – writer and singer, called the Bard
of Czerniaków. Born in Małków near Chełm, he had been living in
Warsaw since his second year and spent his childhood and youth there.
Arrested during the Nazi occupation, he was sent to a labour camp in
Germany and, later, to a concentration camp. He returned to Poland in
July 1945 where he had to undergo a treatment for tuberculosis which
resulted from his period at the concentration camp. Grzesiuk is the
author of the autobiographic trilogy Barefoot but in Spurs, Five Years in
Concentration Camps, and On the Margin of Life. He was buried in the
Powązki military cemetery in Warsaw. Next to Stefan Wiechecki, he is
counted among the most distinguished contributors to Warsaw street
culture.

Stanisław Grzesiuk

FIVE YEARS
IN CONCENTRATION CAMPS
Memories from Dachau, Mauthausen and Gusen concentration camps.
With his characteristic humour, honesty and directness, Stanisław
Grzesiuk portrays the Nazi machinery of human labour and death. He
attempts to tell about the price of humanity at an inhuman place.
The book was released in May 1958 and the first issue disappeared
from bookstores within moments. The waiting period at libraries was
up to a year. Readers would write the author, asking him to intervene.
The book was widely discussed by former prisoners and Grzesiuk was
even sued for libel, although the issue ended with a settlement.
Years later, the printed version was compared against the manuscript
which resulted in supplementing it with all the fragments deleted by
the censors and the publisher in the first issue.
Five Years in Concentration Camps has no artistic ambitions: it is a cold,
piercing and devilishly precise report by a man who managed to survive in
hell thanks to his wits and a one in a million opportunity.
“Życie Warszawy”, 29 June 1958

BOOK DETAILS: Pięć lat Kacetu, novel Prószyński Media 2018 616 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-106-0
Publication date: 25.01.2018 945 000 characters
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Stanisław Grzesiuk

BAREFOOT BUT IN SPURS
Pre-war Warsaw seen by a young Warsaw slyboots.
With his characteristic humour and eloquence, Stanisław Grzesiuk
portrays the outskirts of the capital city together with their customs,
traditions and a unique code of honour, using the vocabulary and the
specific jargon of the Warsaw streets.
The book’s release was delayed by the censors for several months.
When it finally hit the bookshelves in July 1959, it disappeared from
bookstores within moments just as Five Years in Concentration Camps
had. Readers and critics alike appealed to the author and the publisher
for reprints. The book became a must-read for all the boys from Warsaw
courtyards for decades to come.
Years later, the printed version was compared against the manuscript
which resulted in supplementing it with the fragments deleted by the
censors and the publisher in the first issue.
BOOK DETAILS: Boso, ale w ostrogach, novel Prószyński Media 2018 424 pages
ISBN 978-83-8123-222-7 Publication date: 26.04.2018 629 200 characters

Stanisław Grzesiuk

ON THE MARGIN OF LIFE
The last part of Stanisław Grzesiuk’s iconic trilogy. Writing it towards
the end of his life, the author realised how little time he had left.
It is impossible to understand the bard of Warsaw’s streets without
this story. Cruel Fate wanted to push him to the margins of life but he
remained its king until the very end.
While writing this book, Stanisław Grzesiuk was aware he was dying
and did not have much time left. He deleted all the fragments he was
asked to correct. He had ideas for new books… he made arrangements
for more meetings with his readers…
Years later, the printed version was compared against the manuscript
which resulted in supplementing it with all the fragments deleted by
the Author and the publisher in the first issue. It is only today that
we can read Stanisław Grzesiuk’s most personal book as he had wanted
us to.

BOOK DETAILS: Na marginesie życia novel Prószyński Media 2018 384 pages
Publication date: 06.09.2018 672 800 characters
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LITERARY FICTION
MAREK HARNY
Marek Harny (born in 1946) studied at the Technical School of Chemistry
in Krakow and obtained a degree in journalism from the University of
Warsaw. He changed professions multiple times – for a couple of years,
he had a blue-collar job in the Sulphur corporation in Tarnobrzeg. Later,
he worked as a journalist. He made his debut in 1975 with a story
collection Lift Me Up, Big Bird, which won the Stanisław Piętak Award.
He published several novels, including Born From the Wind, A Lesson of
Love, The Solitude of Wolves and The Traitor, The Volunteer. He is also
the author of three crime stories about the investigating journalist
Adam Bukowski (The Hack, Everybody Sins and For the Principles’ Sake).

Marek Harny

WAR DREAMS
Ever since she had started to suspect she might be the daughter of
a Nazi war criminal and the butcher of her city, Magdalena could not
find any peace. The thought did not leave her for long years, taking
happiness away and making her life complicated.
The spectre of war criminal Heinrich Nordmann looms over the
characters of this fact-inspired novel. It determines the lives of many of
them; some of them are obsessed with their desire to kill that murderer
as they think taking justice in their own hands will bring moral sense
back to the world and help them regain balance.
Based on a real person, Heinrich Nordmann can also be perceived
symbolically.
Instead of providing easy answers, the author multiplies ever-valid
questions about the responsibility for ancestors, sources of revenge
and forgiveness, boundaries of morality and, above all, the awareness
of the consequences of our acts.

BOOK DETAILS: Sny wojenne, novel Prószyński Media 2018 520 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-328-6
Publication date: 18.09.2018 716 400 characters
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IZABELLA FRĄCZYK
Izabella Frączyk (b. 1970) is a graduate of the Kraków University of
Economics and the Skarbek College of International Trade and Finance
in Warsaw. She began writing in 2009. Frączyk has so far published
Klara’s Mixed Fortunes (2010), Recycled Women (2011), Today As It Once
Was (2013), The End of the World (2014), Like Being At Home (2014), My
Sister’s Sister (2015), Third Time Lucky (2016), and Fortune in Misfortune
(2016), Other’s Request Show (2017), Burnet Bridges (2017), One Foot
in Heaven (2017). Every one of her books has been warmly received.

Izabella Frączyk

IT’S ALL WRONG
Sometimes, it is best to let go, go with the flow and enjoy the moments
given to us by fate.
The story of Ewa, a talented architect, serves as a case in point that
a series of misunderstandings, mistakes and simple human errors can
sometimes turn our lives upside down. Ewa desperately hopes for love
and stability. She lives a peaceful life, she does her job and far be it
from her to suspect she might fall victim to a crime one night. That,
however, is absolutely sufficient to launch a series of events that will
completely turn her life around. A merciless result of incidents which
may seem improbable, a series of errors and Stockholm syndrome with
a twist, but is it all there is to it? Or is it a confirmation that, sometimes,
we simply have no influence on things? After all, we never know what
might wait for us around the corner.

BOOK DETAILS: Wszystko nie tak, novel Prószyński Media 2018 424 pages
Publication date: 04.09.2018 465 600 characters
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Izabella Frączyk

FOR SINS OF OLD
The Stachowiak family has been managing a skiing centre in Podhale
region for years now. Business has been going great, until a disaster
befalls the family. They need to face the new reality, not to mention
complications in the personal lives of each of them. All this against the
backdrop of their work-intensive business, their beloved Edelweiss
guesthouse and the popular Snowy Ridge skiing centre.
What does running a large guesthouse look like behind the scenes?
Will the young and inexperienced children succeed in continuing their
parents’ business? Can they find a moment among daily cares to stop
and notice what is really important?
For Sins of Old is the first part of the Snowy Ridge series.

BOOK DETAILS: Za stare grzechy, novel Prószyński Media 2018 400 pages
Publication date: 27.02.2018 438 000 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-124-4

Izabella Frączyk

FIFTY-FIFTY
A lot of things have been happing in the lives of the Stachowiak family.
The looming troubles could not be predicted by anyone. The Edelweiss
guesthouse in Podhale is invariably full of life and some colossal
changes have been taking place at the skiing centre. The private lives
of the characters are also far from boring. Edek has been spreading his
wings as a businessman. He and Agnieszka are expecting a baby. Aniela
is losing her mind for her new love, while Nastka keeps getting in one
trouble after the next. Lola has finally ordered her relationship with
Mania’s father and, refusing to lose hope, is searching for happiness
elsewhere.
Will the young woman finally understand what is truly important in
life? Will she finally manage to pick up the pieces of her broken heart?
Andrzej, Bruno, Piotr… Who of them will be the best choice for her?
Fifty-Fifty is the second part of the Snowy Ridge series.

BOOK DETAILS: Pół na pół, novel Prószyński Media 2018 416 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-269-2
Publication date: 05.06.2018 443 200 characters
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MAŁGORZATA
GUTOWSKA-ADAMCZYK
Małgorzata Gutowska-Adamczyk is one of the most recognised Polish
writers. A theatre historian by education, she made her debut as
a screenwriter. She has published over ten acclaimed novels for the
youth and adults, of which 13 Diagonally was awarded the Book of the
Year title in 2008. The hearts of the readers and sales rankings were
conquered by the three-volume The Amor Cake Shop, presenting the
history of Poland and the Poles over a period of one hundred years.
Fortune Cookie is the first of the new cycle of The Amor Cake Shop
whose first volumes, sold in 400,000 copies, gained the status of
bestsellers. The readers will now follow the lives of both well-known
and new characters from 1945 until today in two time planes, historical
and contemporary.

Małgorzata Gutowska-Adamczyk

THE AMOR CAKE SHOP.
THE HRYĆ HERITAGE
Volume two of the second series of The Amor Cake Shop.
It is August 2016. The Amor Cake Shop has again been victorious in
the annual Pastry of the Year competition. A scandal breaks out in
connection with the competition, making its greatest beneficiary its
greatest loser. Waldemar Hryć paid dearly for the doubts connected
with the proper selection of the winner. As it turns out, someone who
used to be close to him is now meddling behind his back.
As the organiser of the competition, the mayor of Gutów feels
responsible for its consequences; as a result, he comes up with a subtle
political intrigue to curb any potential claims of the Hryć family and, in
particular, of his greatest opponent, the former mayor and current MP
Grzegorz Hryć.
The former inhabitants of Zajezierzyce, Monika Grochowska-Adams
and Tessa Steinmeyer, are watching it all from the sidelines as they still
remain in the vicinity. Their connection with the heroes of today’s events
dates back almost fifty years back and their bond proves strong enough
for both ladies to get involved in the events taking place in Gutów.

BOOK DETAILS: Cukiernia Pod Amorem. Dziedzictwo Hryciów, novel Prószyński Media 2018
ISBN 978-83-8123-269-2 Publication date: 05.06.2018 662 000 characters
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GRAŻYNA JEROMIN-GAŁUSZKA
Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka is the author of numerous books which
enchant the readers with their unique atmosphere and introduce
them to a magical world created mainly in the author’s imagination.
Some of her novels, like Women from the Red Swamp or Magnolia were
recognised at literary festivals and have enjoyed unabating interest for
years. Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka lives in Sosnowica, a small village in
Radomka valley where all roads end.

Grażyna Jeromin-Gałuszka

A CONSPIRACY OF EX-WIVES
Mikołaj K. always had to have whatever he fancied: money, power,
beautiful and fascinating women. Over the years, his collection grew
to three ex-wives and a new fiancée whose father was supposed to
help him make a quick career in politics. Mikołaj left his wives without
scruples; he simply threw them out without warning to take a new one.
One day, Wiktoria, Izabela and Monika meet at the salon of their
mutual hair stylist and confidant Feliks. From that moment onwards,
the mutual enmity of the three exes turns into friendship. They decide
to pay their unfaithful husband for all their hurts…

BOOK DETAILS: Zmowa byłych żon, novel Prószyński Media 2018 408 pages
Publication date: 08.03.2018 463 600 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-204-3
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MANULA KALICKA
Manula Kalicka is a writer and journalist. She published nine novels and
numerous short stories. She graduated from Polish philology and journalism
at the University of Warsaw. She made her journalistic debut in the “Polityka”
weekly. After working as a librarian, women’s clothing producer, and bookstore
manager she is now running a literary agency.

Manula Kalicka

THE END AND THE BEGINNING
Autumn 1944. After the end of the Warsaw Uprising, three young women meet
in Włochy near Warsaw: Irenka, a pre-war cabaret dancing girl; Zośka, a student
of architecture; and Helenka, a simple girl from a poor village. None of them has
any family left so they decide to stick together, support each other like sisters
and face off the demons of the past as family. They are pragmatic, energetic
and persistent. Each of them carries a secret and each is trying to make a life
for herself in those difficult, dramatic times.
Fighting for survival, incessant fear, and the clash of the new order against the old
one are not supportive of the aspirations and hopes of the young. And yet…
BOOK DETAILS: Koniec i początek, novel Prószyński Media 2018 560 pages
Publication date: 16.01.2018 722 000 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-108-4

Manula Kalicka

ALL OUR DAD’S LOVERS
A crazy story of two sisters raised by a single father. Warm and bracing, it proves
that even the hardest problems can be solved with intelligence and a sense of
humour. Clever dialogues, wondrous adventures and a series of colourful ladies
of the father’s heart who move in the family home in a town near Warsaw.
Karolina is 15, her sister Paulina is six. One day, their mother told them she
was leaving, dumping the girls on their father and her former husband, rock
musician Eryk. Having no idea whatsoever of raising children, Eryk turns for
help to the invaluable Grandma Fredzia and his housekeeper Honorata, while
he himself focuses on generating more problems.
BOOK DETAILS: Wszystkie kochanki naszego taty, novel Prószyński Media 2018 240 pages
ISBN 978-83-8123-295-1 Publication date: 10.07.2018 318 000 characters
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ANNA KARPIŃSKA
Anna Karpińska (b. 1959) graduated in political science from the
University of Wrocław. She has taught, worked as a journalist,
published books, and run a company that conducted training courses
and implemented quality systems. She is married, with three adult
children, a daughter-in-law, a son-in-law, and two grandchildren – Krzyś
and Adaś. She lives in Toruń and spends her weekends in the country.
Once a year, she travels further afield to recharge her batteries. As she
says: “I don’t regret anything (…). Without events, people, activities,
and experience, there wouldn’t be me or my characters.”

Anna Karpińska

DON’T KILL THIS LOVE
Anna leads a stable life of a researcher; her husband Tomasz is a partner
with the family-owned notarial firm.
Barbara is challenged by life’s difficulties and the continuous absence
of her husband Marek, a professional soldier who gets his thrill out of
military missions in Afghanistan.
Both marriages, while satisfying at a first glance, are troubled. In time,
the women realise they are not happy in their relationships and each
of them tries to break the impasse in her own way. This is when LOVE
reaches out helpfully to them.
How much will they sacrifice for it?
How will their battle for happiness end? Will the fates prove gracious
to them?

BOOK DETAILS: Nie zabijaj tej miłości, novel Prószyński Media 2018 472 pages
Publication date: 17.04.2018 563 600 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-208-1
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ALEKSANDRA KOWALSKA
Aleksandra Kowalska, born in 1976 in Płock, is an English philologist by
education. She graduated from Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań
and completed doctoral studies at Charles de Gaulle University in
Lille, France. She used to work as a teacher of English and of Polish for
Foreigners in Poland, Brazil and France. She has been employed with
the European Commission since 2005. She wrote Fog Over the Bosporus
and Escape.

Aleksandra Kowalska

ON ANNA’S TRACE
For Melania, aged 35, her dead mother Anna d’Irsigny was a real
superheroine: an outstanding surgeon, a great mother and wife,
an independent, intelligent and charismatic woman. Ever since her
mother died in a terrorist attack in Paris three years before, Melania’s
whole life was radically changed by a series of misfortunes. While living
in her father’s villa in the suburbs of Paris, the young woman makes an
accidental but upsetting discovery: she finds Anna’s letters, explicitly
pointing to her long-term affair with a mysterious New Zealander. Her
perfect mother must have been lying through all these years… And
what if she did not die in the fire at all but, instead, decided to stage
her own death and start a new life away from her family? Melania
decides to go to the other hemisphere to find Anna.
This book focuses on how to survive and keep living after a loss that
cannot be consoled and face sorrow that will never pass. At the same
time, however, it is also a story of the magical properties of people,
places, memories, dreams, daydreaming and travelling. All this set
against the backdrop of New Zealand’s landscapes and magic.

BOOK DETAILS: Na tropie Anny, novel Prószyński Media 2018 376 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-296-8
Publication date: 21.08.2018 509 200 characters
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MAGDALENA NIEDŹWIEDZKA
Magdalena Niedźwiedzka graduated Polish philology at the University of
Warsaw. She completed internships at the University of Manchester and
London. For twenty years, she has worked for a technical university, and at the
same times, she writes novels, mainly historical and biographical ones. In her
spare time, she paints oil paintings and unsuccessfully tames an old piano. She
follows her life motto “your thoughts are your fate”. She does not complain
about her own.

Magdalena Niedźwiedzka

BONA. THE DECLINE
OF THE JAGIELLONIAN DYNASTY
Politics and conspiracy, wars, blood and mercilessness turn people into beasts
that are transformed into great humanists, patrons of the arts and defenders
of faith across Europe’s Renaissance capitals. They are all of them torn by
passions, mistrustful, obsessed and lonely: Sigismund I the Old, the King of
Poland; Albrecht Hohenzollern, Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights; Anna,
the Duchess of Mazovia; and other outstanding personages of the first half
of 16th century, first and foremost among them Bona Sforza, the Queen of
Poland and the Grand Duchess of Lithuania.
BOOK DETAILS: Bona. Zmierzch Jagiellonów, novel Prószyński Media 2018 672 pages
ISBN 978-83-8123-315-6 Publication date: 21.08.2018 1 063 600 characters

Magdalena Niedźwiedzka

TALES FROM THE BRITISH COURT.
CAMILLA
The third part of the trilogy Tales From the British Court illustrates the lives
of Prince Charles and Camilla Parker Bowles following the tragic demise of
Princess Diana in 1997. The plot takes the readers up to the Prince of Wales’
second marriage in 2005.
Apart from the lives of its two celebrated characters, the book presents
a gallery of extraordinary and influential personages from their immediate
surroundings. It illustrates a tale of great passion, fight for the right to shape
one’s own life and striving to determine one’s role in the world.
BOOK DETAILS: Opowieści z angielskiego dworu. Camilla, novel Prószyński Media 2018 504 pages
ISBN 978-83-8123-223-4 Publication date: 14.06.2018 758 000 characters
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WIOLETTA SAWICKA
Wioletta Sawicka lives in Warmia, where she was born. She is a teacher
by training, and a journalist by profession. Her specialty is reportage.
Her astrological sign is Cancer, so she often likes to retreat into her
shell. She likes to escape the hustle and bustle of the city by going
to the quietness of the forests of Warmia or to Bieszczady. She loves
literature, hiking and cycling. She is married, with two children. Her
novels include Will You Marry Me, Honey?, It’s Going To Be All Right,
Honey and What If We Find Each Other, Honey. Sawicka is currently
working on another novel.

Wioletta Sawicka

A TIME OF TRIAL
Everyone has their time of trial. The only question is, how it leaves us…
Stronger or weaker? United or divided? Will we continue to build or will
we live ruins behind? What will we learn about ourselves?
Joanna and Wiktor are trying to turn two misfortunes into mutual
happiness. It is not easy, as they both have heavy emotional luggage.
She is experiencing a hell of a divorce while he finds it hard to cope
with his past. Joanna’s husband Tomasz manipulates, cheats and
leads an unfair fight in court. Apart from facing all that, Joanna has to
protect her child. Her difficult relationship with Wiktor will be put to
many tests. Especially when their path to happiness is crossed by an
experienced player Daniel who will stop at nothing to achieve his goal.
What are the limits of a woman in love? What can a man do out of his
love for a woman? How will they face their time of trial?

BOOK DETAILS: Czas próby, novel Prószyński Media 2018 640 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-270-8
Publication date: 12.06.2018 723 600 characters
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LAILA SHUKRI
Laila Shukri – hiding under her pen name, this Polish writer, travelling and
living in Arabic countries, is a real expert in the field of the Orient. The wife
of the wealthiest Arabian sheikh. Due to her husband position she meets the
greatest Arabian royal families and have access to their biggest secrets. Aware
of her position and her knowledge of this mysterious world, she decides to
reveal the hidden truth. Although if someone discover her real name, she will
be sentenced to die.

Laila Shukri

I AM A TERRORIST’S WIFE
A drastic tale of a Polish woman who was to give birth to a suicide bomber.
Having split up with her partner, Klaudia was suddenly fired. A journey to
Morocco was supposed to help her regain emotional and spiritual balance. Met
in that exotic country, Rashid quickly won her heart. When he suggested that
Klaudia joined him in London, she hoped to find happiness at his side. Little did
she know she was falling in a trap set by a dangerous terrorist network whose
main objective was to train children to become suicide bombers.
What does terrorism look like in the 21st century? How do terrorists use
children? A brutal reality of thousands of women used by terrorists that the
world prefers not to talk about.
BOOK DETAILS: Jestem żoną terrorysty, novel Prószyński Media 2018 368 pages
Publication date: 16.10.2018 540 000 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-359-0

Laila Shukri

PERSIAN HATE
After her dramatic escape from Kuwait, Lidka (known to the readers from
Persian Love) is leading a quiet life in Poland. She takes her children on holidays
to Mallorca where newly met men fall over themselves for her favour. Can she
believe in love one more time?
At her friend’s request, Lidka and the kids go for a couple of days to Kuwait
where the demons of the past interfere with the happiness of her family…
Will insidious hate destroy everything she has been building for years? How
much strength is there in loneliness? How much can one sacrifice for one’s
family?
BOOK DETAILS: Perska nienawiść, novel Prószyński Media 2018 448 pages
Publication date: 05.06.2018 569 200 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-268-5
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TANYA VALKO
Tanya Valko is a pen name of a Jagiellonian University graduate.
She taught at the Polish School in Libya, after which she worked as
assistant to Polish ambassadors for almost 20 years. She used to live
in Arabic countries (including Libya and Saudi Arabia) and Indonesia.
In 2018, after over 25 years abroad, she decided to leave diplomatic
circles behind and return to Poland. For how long? Time will tell.

Tanya Valko

THE ARAB SON
The tale is set in the Middle East, in Syria, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, United
Arab Emirates, Lebanon, and Jordan. The world of immense riches and
power as well as poverty and despair. Life among the elite and at the
refugee camp, in modern capitals of powerful states and in Raqqa, the
capital of the khalifate. The novel brings back well known and loved
characters, such as the women of the Salimi family, Dorota and her two
daughters Marysia and Daria, and their men Hamid Bin Laden and jihadi
John.
Will Marysia remain at the side of Hamid Bin Laden, the love of her
life? Or will evil fate separate them? Will Daria escape from the jihadist
warrior? Will she and her family be safe? Will Dorota finally find love to
eclipse all previous ones?
Why are women and children always the most hurt in any war? Are
the sons of the Arab lands always acting in the best interests of their
countries? Can they pretend to be “infidels”, reject themselves and
their roots?

BOOK DETAILS: Arabski syn, novel Prószyński Media 2018 608 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-246-3
Publication date: 22.05.2018 340 000 characters
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MAŁGORZATA WARDA
Małgorzata Warda – a writer from Gdynia, twice now nominated to the
main award at the Women’s Literature Festival. She received the award
in 2013 for her novel The Girl Who Saw Too Much about exclusion; later,
in 2016, she was awarded grand prix for the best novel written by
a woman for The Most Beautiful in the Sky. Winner of the IBBY 2015
award for the best youth book for her novel Five Seconds to Io. Her
other publications Nothing Seen, Nothing Heard, A City of Ice, and The
One I Know. She has also written several song lyrics for the band Farba.
Małorzata Warda is a sculptor by education.

Małgorzata Warda

A GIRL FROM THE MOUNTAINS
Nadia was barely 11 when a young man kidnapped her from a trailer at
the back of her parents’ house and took her in the middle of nowhere
in the mountains, to a cottage in a great forest where no sounds of
civilisation ever reached, no road led to any other buildings and where
wolves walked at night. Alone with her kidnapper, the girl not only had
to learn how to live in a forest but also to understand who the man was
and why he had condemned her to such fate. Discovering that secret
changed everything.
Years after the kidnapping, Nadia’s case remains unsolved. One day,
a young woman asks an accidental driver in the mountains for help.
Some new light may be shed on Nadia’s case. Why so late?

BOOK DETAILS: Dziewczyna z gór, novel Prószyński Media 2018 440 pages
Publication date: 02.10.2018 490 800 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-351-4
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MARIOLA ZACZYŃSKA
Mariola Zaczyńska, curious and outspoken as a journalist, always
takes the side of the weak. As an animal lover, she fights for animal
rights and loves her pack of adopted dogs. She is temperamental, as
real brunettes often are. And you could not find a more loyal friend.
Mariola Zaczyńska is the author of four novels.

Mariola Zaczyńska

THE CONJURERS
It has not been a childhood friendship. They met as mature women.
Each of them is different. Gabi lives a protected life, endlessly devoted
to her family, and she usually feels fine but has an ongoing feeling
she is a loser. After years of marriage, sex has become boring and her
husband irritating. She seems happy but she envies the artist Izyda
her beauty and self-confidence. Izyda is admired, true, but what does
a single woman’s life look like when she locks the door behind her?
Ewa is one tough cookie. She was born to help others but she had been
seduced by a demon of vengeance… and that can only mean trouble.
When their everyday lives start to get out of control and when their
different paths start to deviate dangerously, all they can do is try and
conjure reality. It is hard to direct your life according to your own script,
however, when so much depends on others. Not to mention when you
have no talent for directing.

BOOK DETAILS: Zaklinaczki, novel Prószyński Media 2018 464 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-248-7
Publication date: 22.05.2018 547 200 characters
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IZABELA ŻUKOWSKA
Izabela Żukowska – musicologist and sociologist working as a journalist;
long-time collaborator of the Polish Radio, currently of Channel One.
She used to write for the „Kino” monthly, she taught at the Catholic
University of Lublin and at the University of Social Sciences in Warsaw.
She wrote the books Teufel, Gotenhafen and Above the City, the Angels.

Izabela Żukowska

A FALSE NOTE
Gdańsk, 1939. Lisa Keller is a young girl dreaming of a singing career.
In the meantime, she works in a restaurant and sings for the guests
in the evenings. By pure coincidence, a well-known musician and
influential theatre director Siegried Lewenhart comes in one night.
He gives the girl a seemingly attractive offer: instead for a favour, he
promises to teach Lisa to sing and to make a famous artist out of her.
Lisa agrees and becomes a housekeeper for Lewenhart’s father, a onetime famous but now forgotten composer. The atmosphere at the old
villa is suffused with great music, fame of old, concerts long ended and
unknown pieces of music.
Soon it turns out that the old maestro has a surprising proposal of his
own for Lisa…
The curse of a mysterious piece of music which befell Adolf Hitler
himself looms above them all. Where truth is false, music is the only
way to salvation. Or, at least, this is what one of the characters thinks,
still believing in the extraordinary power of sounds. Nothing in this
story is what it seemed at the beginning. And when the music dies, the
world will change irreversibly.

BOOK DETAILS: Fałszywa nota, novel Prószyński Media 2018 264 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-329-3
Publication date: 18.09.2018 660 000 characters
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DAGMARA ANDRYKA
Dagmara Andryka (b. Warsaw, 1976) is a philosopher by training.
She is primarily a short story writer, and won an award at the 2009
International Short Story Festival. She has completed postgraduate
studies at the Institute of Polish Literature, a part of the Faculty of
Polish Studies at the University of Warsaw. She is an aficionado of
Swedish culture and language, and loves cinema, especially the films
of Ingmar Bergman.

Dagmara Andryka

THE MYSTERY OF MILLE
After Marta Witecka’s report about Mille was published, the town
became a tourist magnet and the story she described inspired
filmmakers. Screenwriters, producers and a Polish film star making
a career in the USA all come to Mille. The locals are delighted with
their popularity which, however, leads them to let their guard
down and disclose things that should never have seen the light of
day. One morning, a body of a woman in red is found by the river.
Who was she? Why did she die?
Everyone in Poland is talking about Mille. The murder gets extensive
coverage and pressure from “higher-ups” means that the killer should
be quickly found and duly punished.
The group of suspects include the locals, their show business guests,
and Witecka herself. They all have a motive.
The dark atmosphere of Mille is back…

BOOK DETAILS: Tajemnice Mille, novel Prószyński Media 2018 360 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-330-9
Publication date: 23.10.2018 472 800 characters
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MAGDALENA KUYDOWICZ
Magdalena Kuydowicz – a theatre expert by education, she has
been a TV journalist since university and a producer at the women’s
editorial team of TVN Style for 10 years now. She has published two
self-help books: Mother and Daughter. Intimate Talks with psychologist
Katarzyna Korpolewska, and Loneliness Conjurers with sexologist
and therapist Wiesław Sokoluk. She avoids crowds and ostentation.
Stubborn and picky, she likes to laugh but not with everyone and
not about everything. She has a soft spot for dresses, bracelets and
witty men. She loves spending her free time with a book, a group of
close friends and a glass of wine, or walking with her dog Sonia whose
friendship and trust she is trying to earn.

Magdalena Kuydowicz

IT HAPPENED
After the lover of TV journalist Matylda Kwiatek dies mysteriously,
some weird stuff is taking place around her. After she is fired for no
reason, Matylda decides to take break from stress and go on a weightloss holiday to the seaside with her friend. Once there, she stumbles
upon a series of mysterious murders. A reporter’s instinct will not lie
still. Disappointed with her life, Matylda treats the investigation as
the last straw. In her endeavours, she can count on the support of the
smitten Lieutenant Kudełka and her kindred spirit Natalia.

BOOK DETAILS: Stało się, novel Prószyński Media 2018 296 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-109-1
Publication date: 23.01.2018 343 600 characters
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KATARZYNA PUZYŃSKA
Katarzyna Puzyńska (born in 1985) – psychologist by profession. For
several years she worked as an academic teacher in the department of
psychology. Now she is fully devoted to her greatest passion, writing. In
her free time, she goes for a run, walks her dogs and rides a horseback.
She loves Scandinavia and Spain. She is from Warsaw, but as a child she
spent a lot of time in a small village near Brodnica, where the novel’s
story is set. So far, she published: Butterfly (2014), More Red (2014),
Thirty-first (2015), With One Exception (2015), Utopce (2015), Łaskun
(2016), Forth House (2016), Black Narcissus (2017)

Katarzyna Puzyńska

THE BURROW
The ninth book of the Lipowo saga.
Rebellious Berenika likes to pick her own paths. She disappears from
the house again, but this time everything seems different than before.
What is worse, the father of one of the policemen is involved in the
case. Meanwhile, a patient is killed in a psychiatric hospital several
dozen kilometres away. Several hours before her death, she sent an
enigmatic message asking for help. Did she know her life was in danger?
How is this all connected with the brutally beaten body found next to
the long-abandoned merry-go-round? What is hidden in the well in the
small copse among the fields? Will warrant officer Daniel Podgórski
finally get a hold on his private life and manage to stop the murderer
before somebody else dies?

BOOK DETAILS: Nora, novel Prószyński Media 2018 816 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-226-5
Publication date: 17.04.2018 963 000 characters
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MAGDA REM
Magda Rem was born in Konin but has been living in England for years.
She left with her parents in 1999 when she was still a teenager. She
married an Englishman, she works as a graphic designer and novels that
she used to read and now she also writes are her everyday way to brush
up on her mother tongue as she does not visit Poland frequently. In
Magda’s opinion, crimes speak more about humans and their inherent
good predispositions than good deeds. It is a brutal clash of forces and
intentions that makes human lives so desperately dramatic. It is hard to
imagine a better genre than thriller to talk about it.

Magda Rem

YOU WILL BE WATCHING
The Barch family are ordinary people leading ordinary lives. Marek is
a doctor, Elwira a translator, and their 15-year-old daughter Marta is
pretty, talented and well-mannered. If any of them has a weakness,
they are easily hidden given that they are not mortal sins. Affair,
cheating… Problems like this have a tendency to get solved with time.
So whence the thunder out of the blue?
The nightmare starts with an anonymous letter addressed to Marek:
“You will be watching it!”
The happy life of the Barch family turns into a nightmare and the race
against time begins. What is the source of this threat that has called
the life of the whole family into question? What are the motives of the
sadistic oppressor? How far will he go?
Marek begins an uneven fight and is looking for the reasons for his
downfall. He does not know whether his opponent is a psychopath
or a defender of justice. He does not know who is to blame, who
has been hurt or what the blame even is. Nothing is clear and
it seems like the whole world is plotting against him. No reply,
no way or time to find one, and the world is falling into ruins!
The oppressor is hurting and so knows no mercy.

BOOK DETAILS: Będziesz na to patrzył, novel Prószyński Media 2018 408 pages
Publication date: 03.07.2018 470 800 characters

ISBN 978-83-8123-271-5
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OLGA RUDNICKA
Olga Rudnicka (born in 1988) – holder of a degree in Education and rehabilitation
of persons with intellectual disabilities from the Adam Mickiewicz University in
Poznań. Author of crime stories: The Dead Lake, Is This Red Cat a Dog?, Zacisze 13,
Return to Zacisze 13, Lilith, The Five Natalias, The Secret Admirer, The Natalias’
Second Scam, The Lucky Misfortune and Three Times the Natalias, Life to go. She
works as assistant to the disabled at the Polish Social Assistance Committee.
She loves horseback riding, she is an avid reader of Joanna Chmielewska,
Stephen King, Joe Hill and Harlan Coben.

Olga Rudnicka

PUSHING FORWARD
The dead body was here but has left already.
Maria is dreaming of her own restaurant. She has no idea of either running one
or cooking but what are chefs and managers for? Her brother Piotr is managing
a wellness centre although he sees no difference between yoga and Feng Shui.
Help, especially financial help, in making those dreams come true is offered to
them by their father, a rich businessman.
Maria and Piotr have no illusions. “For free” is dead. The offer must have a story
behind a story. What is their father really planning? They decide to learn it at all
costs. Espionage, blackmail, bribes… they will stop at nothing to discover the
truth and waylay their father’s plot. All’s fair in war!
BOOK DETAILS: Byle do przodu, novel Prószyński Media 2018 448 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-352-1
Publication date: 02.10.2018 665 600 characters

Olga Rudnicka

TOO BEAUTIFUL
Zuzanna bought a house at a bargain price. She does know it will require a lot
of money to be finished but you don’t save on dreams, do you? A new house,
a new job, a new life…
Tymoteusz buys old apartments, renovates them and sells them at a profit.
Imagine his surprise when a young woman appears at the door of the house he
recently bought claiming it is her property.
They both fell victim to a conman who sold the same property to two different
people only to vanish with their money. Both have no intention to give up and
leave their new house. They only thing left to do is join forces, find the conman
and get their money back.
BOOK DETAILS: Zbyt piękne, novel Prószyński Media 2018 376 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-122-0
Publication date: 13.02.2018 525 600 characters
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KRZYSZTOF KAMIL BACZYŃSKI
Krzysztof Kamil Baczyński (1921–1944) – graduate of Stefan Batory
secondary school in Warsaw, student of Polish philology at the
underground University of Warsaw. Poet, cadet of the Polish Home
Army, participant of the Warsaw Uprising, scout leader of the Grey
Ranks Polish scouting association, soldier of the “Parasol” battalion.
Considered the most recognised poet of the German occupation
period. Published four volumes of poetry and numerous works in the
press and underground publications during his lifetime. Krzysztof
Kamil Baczyński was killed on 4 August 1944 by a German sniper at his
post in the Blank Palace. He was only 23 years old.

Krzysztof Kamil Baczyński

THAT TIME.
A POETRY COLLECTION
The most complete collection of Baczyński’s poems in a single volume.
“Mom, I need to live my whole life very fast and in a very short period of
time,” he told his mother. This is why Krzysztof Kamil Baczyński wrote
intensively and a lot, driven by his hunger for life, ranging from the kindest
erotic poems addressed to his wife Barbara Drapczyńska to shocking
war images expressing the tragedy of his generation under occupation.
Decades go past but his talent and sensitivity keep fascinating ever
new generations.

BOOK DETAILS: Ten czas. Wiersze zebrane, poetry Prószyński Media 2018 364 pages
ISBN 978-83-8123-291-3 Publication date: 24.07.2018 662 000 characters
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ZDZISŁAW BEKSIŃSKI,
NORMAN LETO, JAROSŁAW
MIKOŁAJ SKOCZEŃ
Zdzisław Beksiński (1929–2005) – photographer, graphic artist, painter.
Murdered in his apartment in the night of 21 February 2005.
Norman Leto (born in 1980) was really called Łukasz Banach. He is
a visual artist, a filmmaker and a writer.
Jarosław Mikołaj Skoczeń (born in 1961) is a journalist, writer and poet.

Zdzisław Beksiński

DETOX. ZDZISŁAW BEKSIŃSKI,
NORMAN LETO. CORRESPONDENCE, CONVERSATION
Two artists. Two different personalities. Two different temperaments.
And arts that became the foundation stone for their friendship.
Fascinated by the works of Zdzisław Beksiński, a young artist Łukasz
Banach decides to take a risk and reach out to the well-known and
controversial creator. An age difference of 52 years in no way impeded
their intense correspondence. Their letters were getting increasingly
intimate, honest and daring. They wrote about arts, loneliness,
depression and death. They were not afraid of asking the most crucial
questions. Their fascinating friendship was interrupted by Zdzisław
Beksiński’s murder.
All that is left is their correspondence which gives insight into the
private thoughts of the master.

BOOK DETAILS: Detoks. Zdzisław Beksińsk, Norman Leto. Korespondencja, rozmowa, biography
Prószyński Media 2018 852 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-107-7 Publication date: 30.01.2018 1 658 000 characters
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ALINA DĄBROWSKA
Alina Dąbrowska ( nee Bartoszek) was born in 1923. In the Second
World War she was an active member of “Gray Ranks”. For underground
activity she was imprisoned, and then confined to concentration camps.
After the war, she has worked at Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

WIKTOR KRAJEWSKI
Wiktor Krajewski - journalist. He made his debut in 2015 with his bestselling book Liaisons. Memories from the Warsaw Uprising he wrote
together with Maria Fredro-Boniecka. In 2017, he published Postcards
from the Uprising.

Alina Dąbrowska, Wiktor Krajewski

I’VE SEEN HELL.
ALINA DĄBROWSKA TALKS TO
WIKTOR KRAJEWSKI
Alina Dąbrowska – concentration camp prisoner number 44165. She
was arrested for printing and distributing underground press when
she was 20. A year later, she signed a statement that she was “enemy
of the German people” and transported to Auschwitz where doctor
Mengele conducted pseudo-medical experiments on her. She survived
five concentration camps (Auschwitz-Birkenau, Ravensbrück, Malchow,
Buchenwald and Leipzig) and two death marches.
She did not feel up to going to Auschwitz for over 50 years. It is only
now that she decided to tell her story and publish the letters she wrote
from the concentration camp.
Why does she think it was her destiny to go to the camp? Why did
she hide her prisoner number after the war? How did she manage to
preserve joy of living?
A moving interview with a unique witness of history.

BOOK DETAILS: Wiem jak wygląda piekło. Alina Dąbrowska w rozmowie z Wiktorem Krajewskim, biography
Prószyński Media 2019 368 pages ISBN 978-83-8169-032-4 Publication date: 12.03.2019 363 600 characters
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JERZY DZIEWULSKI
Jerzy Dziewulski – former cop, anti-terrorist, member of the Parliament.
He began his service in the Citizen Militia in the intelligence department.
Later he was a commander of the anti-terrorist unit at the Okęcie airport
in Warsaw. Head of Physical Protection for the President Aleksander
Kwaśniewski, his personal secretary and security adviser. Trained in the
USA, Israel and France.

KRZYSZTOF PYZIA
Krzysztof Pyzia – graduate of the University of Warsaw. Producer of
the morning program “Dzień Dobry Bardzo” on Radio ZET, a long-time
collaborator of the weekly “Angora”. Guest editor of “Playboy” and
“Focus Historia”, among others. His interests include history and topics
related to special services and terrorism.

Jerzy Dziewulski, Krzysztof Pyzia

JERZY DZIEWULSKI
ON TERRORISTS IN POLAND
The deadliest terrorists spending their time in Poland. Business links
between politicians and terror networks. Abu Nidal, called Bin Laden’s
predecessor, hiding in Poland. Aircraft hijackings and negotiating with
hijackers. A hidden truth of the meeting between the most dangerous
terrorists in Poland in 2002. An assassination attempt on the Palestinian
extremist Abu Daoud in Warsaw. A bomb attack at the Okęcie airport
the very day Lech Wałęsa was elected President. An uncomfortable
truth of the security systems at Polish airports.
A shocking story that will make you cast a watchful eye around in the
street, on the subway and on the plane…
Fear, submission, panic: this is what terrorists want the most. We should
fight them by highlighting threats, showing people how to react in
specific circumstances. We should ignore those saying that shedding light
on reality means scaring the society. The less information, the more fear.
This is why we wrote this book.
Jerzy Dziewulski

BOOK DETAILS: Jerzy Dziewiulski o terrorystach w Polsce, extended interview Prószyński Media 2018
360 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-105-3 Publication date: 16.01.2018 590 800 characters
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ARTUR GÓRSKI
Artur Górski – a journalist, writer, the author of a bestselling interview
with Jarosław Sokołowski Masa about the Women of Polish Mafia, Masa
about the Money of Polish Mafia, Masa about the Warfare of Polish Mafia
and Masa about the Mosses of Polish Mafia. He’s an expert in a field of
international organized crime.

MONIKA BANASIAK
Monika Banasiak „Słowikowa” – Monika Banasiak (nee Zielińska), an
ex-wife of one of the Pruszków gang bosses Andrzej Z. Słowik. For the
whole of 1990s’ Monika embodies a Hollywood-style luxurious lifestyle.
After her husband’s arrest the police suspected Monika of leading the
criminal group. She was arrested in 2013, spending 2.5 years in the arrest
at Chłopickiego. She made bail in 2015 and was released pending trial.
The first instance court cleared her of her charges.

Artur Górski, Monika Banasiak

SŁOWIKOWA ABOUT
WOMEN’S PRISONS
A shocking truth which they would lock behind women prison’s bars.
Suicides, self-mutilation, all-female sex and hell made for women by
women. Men prisons are pretty well-know, while women prisons remain
a taboo. A world apart from the world of men prisons. Słowikowa,
Monika Banasiak, experienced it first hand, spending there two years
as a suspect of leading a criminal group. She carried with her the
burden of being a boss wife, which hardly made her life easier. Hard
to say whether she was more respected or provoked: to meddle with
Słowikowa it was the real deal. She was almost shived by a cell mate.
Only now did she decide to tell her story of the lowest circle of hell.

BOOK DETAILS: Słowikowa o więzieniach dla kobiet, extended interview
ISBN 978-83-8123-253-1 Publication date: 08.05.2018

Prószyński Media 2018
200 000 characters

224 pages
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EWA KEMPISTY-JEZNACH
Ewa Kempisty-Jeznach MD, PhD is the only doctor of male health with
an international Male Health Doctor certificate (Männerärztin CMI).
She graduated from the Wrocław University of Medicine where she
worked at the Endocrinology Clinic for five years. Later, she practiced
medicine at the top endocrinology clinics in Katowice and Warsaw.
Next, she managed her own private Male Health Clinic in Frankfurt/
Main for 32 years. She founded the Male Health Medicine Ambulatory
in Poland Swissmed Gdańsk, Male Health and Wellness Clinic at
Medicover Hospital in Warsaw, and the Polish Association of Male
Health Promotion Achilles. She also co-organises the International
Male Health Congress in Sweden. Author of Book for Men Only.

Ewa Kempisty-Jeznach

TESTOSTERONE.
A KEY TO MASCULINITY
Men are ruled by testosterone. It determines their behaviour, lifestyle,
health, fidelity or lack thereof in their relationships. And, of course,
their appetite for sex.
The problem of testosterone deficiency applies to ever younger
men with each passing year. In her examination room, the author
meets men around thirty experiencing problems caused by a low
testosterone level, such as decreasing libido and depression. They are
tired of climbing the career ladder or facing challenges in their own
companies, devoid of energy and a willingness to keep going. Most of
them are destroyed by stress and excessive ambition, the aspirations
of their parents or partners. All this takes a toll on their masculinity,
depriving them of testosterone that is their key fuel. They can even do
themselves harm with their seemingly healthy lifestyles! Take sports,
for example. Testosterone does not like certain disciplines, like the
ever-popular running.
As it turns out, a rapid decline in testosterone is observed across the
male population resulting in sperm deterioration. Does this mean
a scenario where women can make do without men? The “male” species
does not have much time left…
BOOK DETAILS: Testosteron. Klucz do męskości, self-help book Prószyński Media 2018
216 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-326-2 Publication date: 02.10.2018 269 200 characters
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MAGDA LOUIS
Magda Louis was born in Rzeszów in 1966. After graduating high school,
she left for the USA where she spent two years and later moved to the
UK for 23 years. Before she became a interpreter with the civil service,
she was a promoter at the Ipswich Witches speedway club. Her literary
debut was preceded by journalistic work. In 2005, her short story The
Well was published in a volume of distinguished stories. In 2015, her
book A Couple of Happy Accidents received the main award of the jury
at the “Pióro i Pazur” Women Literature Festival. The author has also
published novels Skid Marks, Pola and Lost.

Magda Louis

I WANT TO BELIEVE
YOUR INNOCENCE
Magdalena Louis accompanied criminals from the moment of their
arrest until the date of passing the verdict. Sometimes even longer,
until the prison gate swung shut behind them.
Over several years of her interpreting career with the British judicial
system she met murders, rapists, paedophiles, smugglers, human
traffickers and ordinary thieves. She came across alcoholics, husbands
and fathers who tortured their wives and daughters, as well as the
victims of that cruel violence. She worked on both sides of the barricade:
with the police in their pursuit of the criminals and with the barristers
who defended the most dangerous and the most ordinary accused in
court. After years filled with difficult experience she decided to write
a book about those people and their dramas. She takes the reader to
the scene of the crime, detention centres and courtrooms. Thanks to
this eyewitness report we get a glimpse into the world whose existence
scares us and meet people who found themselves in the last circle of
hell.

BOOK DETAILS: Chcę wierzyć w waszą niewinność, reportage Prószyński Media 2018
352 pages ISBN 978-83-8123-119-0 Publication date: 06.02.2018 445 600 characters
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KATARZYNA PUZYŃSKA
SEE ALSO: p. 20

Katarzyna Puzyńska

POLICEMEN. THE STREET
Uncensored, real world of crimes and violence. The first ever brutally
honest book about uniformed policemen!
Who are they really? Brutal oafs in their clash against victims or the
most versatile officers in the Polish Police? First at the scene, face to
face with aggression, helplessness and death. They see more, although
they know nothing when they receive the call. Further course of action
depends on the speed and correctness of their decisions.
Katarzyna Puzyńska is a psychologist and the author of the best-selling
criminal Lipowo saga. Now, she interviews police officers from patrol
and intervention units, traffic units and prevention forces. Well-built
men in uniforms. Capable women. Guns, truncheons, guns and Tasers
at the ready. The smell of blood, the flash of a firecracker, the cool
metal of the knife in the hand of a domestic abuser, the thunder of the
service weapon being fired. Read it! Learn the truth!

BOOK DETAILS: Policjanci. Ulica, reportage Prószyński Media 2018 344 pages
Publication date: 19.06.2018 494 400 characters
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MAREK RYBARCZYK
Marek Rybarczyk – current affairs reporter, journalist and writer. Expert
in contemporary history of the UK, a great fan of British culture, yearlong journalist of the BBC Radio, “Gazeta Wyborcza” correspondent in
London, currently published in “Polityka” and formerly in “Newsweek”,
a for Polsat and TVN24. Author of bestselling books The Mysteries of
the Windsors (2013), Elisabeth II. What Is the Queen Not Saying? (2016),
All the Follies of the English (2017).

Marek Rybarczyk

THE SCANDALS
OF THE ENGLISH COURTS
British aristocracy has always enjoyed general popularity.
Immense fortunes, expensive lifestyles, membership of one of
Europe’s greatest elites, and international marriages. British dukes,
earls and lords helped build the Empire and were one of the drivers of
the industrial revolution. Aristocrats made fortunes and came up with
extraordinary inventions. Behind the closed doors of their exquisite
manors and palaces in the British Isles, however, life was led that was
not supposed to see the light of day. Full of scandals, eccentrics, and
sexual affairs.
On his wedding night, Earl Castlehaven invited his servants to his bed
with his wife.
The future Edward VII had two thousand lovers and his own apartment
at a brothel in Paris, with his family crest and a huge cast iron bath in
which he had champagne baths with the courtesans.
When asked about Diana about his affair with Camilla Parker Bowles,
Prince Charles answered shortly: “Do you seriously expect me to be the
first Prince of Wales in history not to have a mistress?”
Ultimately, however, as Queen Elisabeth II says, facts are not important;
what is important is not to get caught.
BOOK DETAILS: Skandale angielskich dworów, reportage Prószyński Media 2018 304 pages
ISBN 978-83-8123-125-1 Publication date: 17.04.2018 450 800 characters
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BEATA SABAŁA-ZIELIŃSKA
Beata Sabała-Zielińska, born in Nowy Targ in 1968, is a radio journalist.
As a Highlander, for a decade she told the listeners of Radio ZET about
the problems and interesting facts from Podhale and its vicinity,
lending her reports a unique, feisty tone. She wrote a quasi-journalist
memoir entitled Radio-Active Sabała, or How I Became the Voice from
Zakopane and a touching novel of faith and acceptance How High
Can Love Reach. Life After Broad Peak. She is currently working at the
Jagiellonian University where she fosters a new generation of radio
talents at the UJOT FM student radio.

Beata Sabała-Zielińska

TOPR. FOR OTHERS TO SURVIVE
How long did the longest resuscitation take? What chances does one
have to survive in an avalanche? Why are cave rescues counted among
the most difficult? What was the longest rescue expedition undertaken
by the Tatra Mountain Rescue Service (TOPR)? Will the Sokół chopper
come for a wounded person at any time? What role do TOPR’s dogs
play in saving people? To what extent do mountain rescuers put their
own lives on the line? What are their motivations? What irritates them?
How do they train? What can they do?
The Tatra Mountain Rescue Service is a close-knit community of people
who “do their job” but do not like to talk about it. After all, who will
understand their fear when they face death? Who can feel this burden
of responsibility for their teammates and the person they are rescuing?
For who the words “I solemnly swear and give my word of honour” will
serve as their life motto?
TOPR is an institution with 110 years of tradition behind it. An
institution made up of real men. Ordinary, and yet unique. Take a peek
into their world. Learn about their lives, determination, pain, hope, and
miracles.

BOOK DETAILS: TOPR. Żeby inni mogli przeżyć, reportage Prószyński Media 2018 352 pages
ISBN 978-83-8123-382-8 Publication date: 30.10.2018 722 800 characters
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